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National Professional Qualification
for Headship
NPQH is the qualification of choice for anyone aspiring
to Headship and aims to produce an outstanding
generation of school and academy leaders
u High quality leadership development at
masters level
u A nationally recognised professional
qualification
u Two day residential induction
u Professional learning and networking
opportunities with colleagues in a similar role
u Delivered by headteachers and subject experts
across York and the East Coast
u Practical support with preparation for headship.
“NPQH allowed me to reﬂect upon my practice and quickly develop
my leadership skills using knowledge of theory and also through
sharing examples. As a leader, I became more self-aware, conﬁdent
and was able to consider the most effective way to develop systems,
processes and the successful management of an organisation.”
– NPQH participant

Booking
window for February
2019 start is open
until 14 December
2018

To book or for more details go to www.inspiringleaderstoday.com
Email any queries to t.christie@ebor.academy
or contact Tracy Christie on 01904 553404

Inspiring Leaders is a partnership of schools with a common passion to develop the
inspirational school leaders of tomorrow. In partnership with Ebor Academy Trust and with
facilitators from Hope Learning Trust York, Pathfinder Multi-Academy Trust, and All Saints
Diocese of Middlesbrough Teaching School Alliance, we now deliver the NPQH, NPQSL &
NPQML programmes across York, the East Riding and the Humber, the Yorkshire Coast and
Middlesbrough (North East). Our feedback shows that participants recognise the value of
our carefully constructed delivery model, our exceptional facilitators and the importance of
working with and learning from current inspiring school leaders.

Our unique approach

About the NPQH

With Inspiring Leaders, you have the opportunity to:

We believe that every person has
the potential to become an Inspiring
Leader. It is our passion to make sure
that this belief is delivered to as many
people as possible.
Inspiring Leaders offers a unique
opportunity to all those undertaking
the NPQH journey to work alongside
leaders who are experts in the field
of primary, secondary and special
school education.
All the materials have been developed
in partnership with some of the best
school leaders in the country and
are specifically designed to enable
each participant to develop their own
learning and leadership style, vision
and confidence in preparation for
headship.
Though our innovative approach
we aim to ensure that you gain
the development, experiences and
knowledge to become an outstanding
headteacher of tomorrow.

u Work alongside experienced, nationally recognised
inspirational school leaders enabling participants
to learn from current practice at the highest
standard of professionalism and leadership.
u A blended learning model at masters level which
has been carefully constructed to maximise
learning and development.
u A residential induction and second day of the
programme allowing participants to build strong
professional networks that will support them
through and beyond life on the course.
u Hear two inspirational headteacher speakers at the
induction to motivate and inspire you as you start
your NPQH journey.
u Access practical examples and case studies to
support development and preparation for headship,
such as finance and resource management,
headship interviews, crisis management and
innovative practice.
u Attend the majority of face to face days in small
local clusters coupled with pre and post day
challenges to complete back in school.
u Access our online leadership library which contains
a wealth of additional resources, information and
activities.
u See practice in action through our Leadership
Focus days, involving a visit to a school to explore
a particular leadership theme.

COST

The total cost of NPQH is £1,950+VAT.
Fully funded scholarships available in areas
of Scarborough, East Riding of Yorkshire,
Kingston upon Hull and the North East,
subject to DfE confirmation.

To book or for more details go to www.inspiringleaderstoday.com
Email any queries to t.christie@ebor.academy
or contact Tracy Christie on 01904 553404

